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Spring has arrived and the weather has turned gorgeous, meaning people are spending much more
time outdoors.  For restaurants, this means more and more customers will request outdoor seating
on restaurant patios, when available.  Customers will be sure to notice the new trends, interesting
patio designs, and the  commercial furniture  used on restaurant patios.

Many of the new  restaurant patio furniture   themes and designs trend towards sophisticated
outdoor spaces with innovative seating arrangements.  Restaurant owners are designing and
installing new patios with interesting seating groupings and accents.  Where space allows,
restaurant owners are creating stunning visual seating group types incorporating patio furniture
height differences, contrasting patio furniture styles, and accent pieces.  Many patio designs now
feature plants or foliage interspersed among the patio seating groups, or incorporating statuary or
metal art in the seating areas to add artistic visual interest.  Other patios feature chimineas or
propane heaters which add warmth to the restaurant patio, extend the outdoor dining season, and
create more of an outdoor living space feel.  All of these trends truly accentuate the traditional patio
setup of   restaurant chairs  and tables.  This article will discuss some of the options available from
Missouri Table and Chair in  restaurant furniture  for outdoor patios.

Restaurant Patio Tables

 Restaurant patio tables  are the cornerstone of any well designed restaurant patio.  Start with your
selection of a gorgeous table style, and build the rest of your restaurant patio around the tables. 
One of the biggest selling options in outdoor restaurant tables at Missouri Table and Chair is the 
outdoor granite table top .  These granite table tops have an innovative design which makes them
lighter weight and more easily mountable to restaurant table bases.  The lighter weight makes
granite tables much nicer for outdoor use, as they are more easily movable.  These granite tables
require virtually no maintenance and are very easy to clean.  They are available in a variety of
colors and sizes to fit into any patio design, and match a vast array of styles of outdoor restaurant
chairs and barstools.

Another excellent outdoor table style choice is the Werzalit molded laminate table top.  Werzalit tops
are seamless and weather resistant, and have been proven in extreme conditions around the world. 
They are made using a special process combining resin and woods with pressure and heat. 
Werzalit table tops are also available in a wide variety of styles and colors.

Other choices in outdoor restaurant tables include stainless steel, wrought iron, and teak.  Outdoor
stainless steel table tops provide a contemporary option in outdoor table tops.  They are easily
movable for cleaning and combining seating for large groups.  Outdoor stainless steel tables are
also a very budget friendly option.  There are a few table styles available in the  wrought iron look
which is a classic option for restaurant patios.  The  wrought iron table top options sold at Missouri
Table & Chair are available with a matching outdoor chair for a complete look on any restaurant
patio.  Teak table tops are available in multiple styles and most of these teakwood table options also
have matching  restaurant barstool  and chair options available.

Restaurant Patio Chairs

Of course, any well designed restaurant patio will need quality, attractive outdoor patio chairs. 
Missouri Table and Chair sells many types of quality commercially rated outdoor chairs in a variety
of colors and styles to perfectly complement our restaurant patio tables.  Aluminum patio chairs are
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an excellent option for commercial use.  Aluminum patio chairs are waterproof and light weight
making them excellent for patios, where ease of movement is essential.  Many styles of aluminum
patio chairs are also stackable which makes storing them much easier.  Aluminum patio chairs are
available with many styles of accenting backs and seats, such as wicker, teak and polyprolene. 
They are also available in a vast array of styles, colors and designs.

Some other choices in restaurant patio chairs are weave chairs with a wicker appearance, cast
aluminum for a wrought iron look, and clear molded polycarbonate for a contemporary feel, among
others.  A wide variety of these restaurant patio chairs are available with or without arms to
accommodate each specific patio design.

Restaurant Patio Barstools

Missouri Table and Chair also carries many styles of outdoor patio barstools in many color and style
options to match our outdoor patio chairs and  Wholesale Tables and Chairs  .  As with our patio
chairs, our patio barstools are commercial quality, and available in attractive, durable designs.  Patio
barstools in matching designs with the patio chair line, are available in the same options as the
restaurant patio chairs highlighted above.   Call a qualified commercial furniture representative
today for expert advice on designing and creating your restaurant patio.
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